Prevention of postoperative neurologic deficits after carotid endarterectomy. Is platelet inhibition beneficial?
Aspirin (ASA) and dipyridamole (DIP) have been shown to reduce the incidence of transient ischemic attacks (TIAs), but aspirin's ability to reduce the incidence of postoperative neurologic deficits in patients who require carotid endarterectomy (CE) is controversial. To evaluate the role of adjunctive ASA/DIP in conjunction with CE, 908 CE cases were reviewed. Four hundred sixty-seven patients took ASA (650 mg/day) and DIP (150 mg/day) preoperatively, while 381 received no ASA/DIP. There was no statistical difference in the distribution of postoperative neurologic deficits. Twenty-six transient deficits occurred: 14 (53%) patients were taking ASA/DIP, whereas 12 (47%) were not. Seventeen permanent deficits occurred: ten (58%) patients were taking ASA/DIP and seven (42%) were not. ASA/DIP are useful medications in combating ischemic cerebrovascular disease, but ASA/DIP cannot replace precise operative technique which affords unequaled protection against a postendarterectomy neurologic deficit.